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Charm
Soon we will all be returning to Emily Dickinson’s dark closet. 
                                                         — Charles Simic    

                                        

It’s dangerous.
Years ago I went with my son Will, a high school cellist, to check 

out various music schools. We found ourselves in a famous teacher’s stu-
dio, invited in to observe a lesson. A young player was running through 
one of the cello’s beloved standards, Tchaikovsky’s “Rococo Variations,” 
a wandering fierce torment lifted skyward, pure semiconsciousness 
brought to dear life.  That kid sounded good, maybe great. How could I 
tell? I sat there pretty much transfixed.

The piece wasn’t long, at least it didn’t seem very long, and came to an 
end perfectly triumphant. There was a long pause. Either the room got 
larger or smaller, I couldn’t tell. 

Nice, said the famous teacher finally, very nice. I see you’ve worked 
hard. You cut the notes, you had energy, stayed with it. Do you know 
what was missing?  

What? whispered the poor boy. Will and I could barely hear him.
Charm, said the famous cellist, leaning forward and smiling.
Charm? And I thought: what a blow. Devastating! I mean, how do you 

learn that? You might need a head transplant, a whole character, take-on-
reality-your-entire-life transplant. . . .                                 

u
Okay, charm means irresistible, surprising, often read as good for 
you, designed to win over, a sweet nature shrewdly projecting confidence 
and concern, engineered to put the world and self at ease. So many books 
claim to teach this sort of charm — of course the veneer of manners and 
etiquette but behind that, a view governed by the often sensible, like what 
I found in The Woman You Want to Be: Margey Wilson’s Complete Book of 
Charm, from the early 1940s (and registered, by the way, with the Library 
of Congress the same year as works by E. B. White, Eudora Welty, Margaret 
Wise Brown, Wilhelm Reich — an unlikely gaggle for the neighborhood 
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bomb shelter). Here are two gems from Wilson’s “how-to” regarding 
charm. First, more practical and specific: “Whenever a conversation seems 
to grow dull, throw in . . . contrast . . . which acts like yeast in dough. . . . 
Often this brings on a laugh . . . and will gain [you] the reputation of a 
wit.” And second: “You must have at least two interests which apparently 
take your mind altogether off yourself. One must be other people.” 

Whatever “apparently” means here, some individuals are naturals at 
this sort of charm because they are amused by most things and truly not 
self-absorbed, my old beloved cousin Elinor once among them. Years ago 
at our place for supper and veering toward blotto on gin, she stared into 
a family reunion picture of the Taylors (our shared maternal line), circa 
1932, zeroing in on her cousin who leaned forward among the others in 
some picnic grove, a relaxed, angular, edgy-handsome young man exactly 
her age. She — Elinor — sat demurely in the grass, one row down, equally 
beautiful in her willowy dress. 

Oh god, she blurted out at our table those sixty years later, there’s Paul. 
He was so gorgeous, she said, laughing now. Why, I necked the pants off him!  

She did NOT! — my mother, way younger, and the cousin after-
thought, later on the phone. (For the record and apropos of nothing, 
in the picture my mother, about twelve, looks exactly like Mick Jagger, 
though not so sullen.) 

Perhaps because Elinor’s remark was so outrageously unexpected, I am 
still charmed, happily smitten; clearly my mother was not. Which may lead 
to why charm packs its punch. Oh, it is dark! We both picked up on that. 

                                                         u
Should it surprise that charm’s real history begins way down the 
rabbit hole, and can be so dire? To charm someone long meant you 
scheme to be persuasive, sweetly or not, so you can scare to death or plot to 
death, to revenge or at least trick somehow. This is the ancestral version of 
charm, an attempt to control fate by inventive, usually nefarious ways — pins 
in voodoo dolls, girls swooning at witchcraft trials, the way politicians dis-
tort the way it is to influence the future. To charm, the noun turned verb. This 
bad-for-you kind once came with instructions. As in (third edition, 1929) 
Malay Poisons and Charm Cures which I found in a pharmacy library, a well-
used crumbling book with irresistible, gruesome chapters like “Black Art in 
Malay Medicine,” like “Spells and Soothsaying.” But — to be fair — there’s 
“Charms and Amulets,” not so much to attack but outfox any forest demons 
or block counterspells, for use in even clear-cut medical emergencies like 
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snakebite and smallpox. The book advises bile, blood, “prenatal language,” 
worms, and “land bugs” for serious vigilance because it is wildly easy to be 
thrown off course, straight into genuine dark.  

Worldwide, such anxiety has seeded a lot of poems. Even John Keats 
fell for this, basing his long, mostly ignored, poem “Lamia” on an exqui-
sitely striking woman cast as a snake poised to charm unwary men into 
deep trouble. In a more general way, it’s simply fear lurking behind most 
situations, perhaps. But press, and that fear could vanish. The world is 
hard but might click into easy. It is dodgy. You can’t predict a memorable 
anything. Thus the lyric double-take explosive in a lot of poems. 

Which is charm. There’s no learning it because its fear and its pleasure 
must take by surprise. And if a breakneck not-quite harmony comes of 
all this, you never quite forget that jumpy thing still in your side vision, 
slight afterimage of panic. 

Back to those mid-twentieth-century charm books meant to instruct 
and smooth edges, I found this gem of a warning: Charm means the letter 
C foisted on harm, as in beware, look out, there’s danger you need to see. 
That crucial baseline dark could be the most irresistible thing about charm. 
Because press, then release — you survived.

In poetry too there’s a come hither, a just wait. Charm’s double whammy 
is a fuse.

In fact, the shape of charm could be the shape of poetry as it arrives 
in our heads and moves down the page. A) Say what? B) Okay, okay, it’s just 
that . . . C) What? That three-part structure makes other acrobatic stunts 
orderly and eternal: morning, noon, and night forever taking turns in the 
sky, or the classic “three acts” screenwriters love. The sound of questions, 
of exploration and assertion, of knowing nothing then pausing into what 
next? Push me, pull me and between that, the hold this of poems while 
I fiddle over here for a while or a minute. Ignore that man behind the cur-
tain! — which itself equals charm. And then that thing you didn’t know 
you already knew, there, from the start.

Such recognition can begin with a notable absence. In “A Partial Expla-
nation,” an early poem by Charles Simic, the speaker sits alone in a “grimy 
little luncheonette.” And: “Seems like a long time / Since the waiter took 
my order.” The delay stretches on, made visible by careful details of this 
poem’s Act One: snow keeps falling darker out there, no one on the street. 
The parameters of room and world, the scene emptied out, the lineation 
paced evenly to suggest patience. Or boredom, the kind aimed at one 
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uninspiring hungry minute onto minute made of orderly progression and 
elegant deadpan until, Act Two:

   
A glass of ice water
Keeps me company
At this table I chose myself

Upon entering.

The build to a simple glass of water is painterly really, that business 
of snow and dim, the waiter vanished to whatever dark underbelly, only 
the sound of the kitchen door “behind my back” which swallows him. 
Simic’s repetitions release into real time, the words themselves, “seems” 
and “since,” both suggesting duration even as we stay in that moment’s 
pause. But the poem is comic — best-friending a glass of water? Pretty 
close to pathetic in that lonely room, mock-desperate. That most ubiqui-
tous word in our language starts the final stanza — the last act — in a kind 
of great sigh to the interior life we’re forever seeking in poems. “And” 
writes Simic, with meticulous wry delicacy, 

                                                    
a longing,
Incredible longing 
To eavesdrop
On the conversation

Of cooks.

What amusement here! The kitchen staff somewhere close, deep in 
gossip toward which the speaker leans. Irresistible, this unexpected clo-
sure. As poet James Tate wrote in an essay: “Each line written is searching 
for the next line.” And Simic’s staccato lines do seem to enact longing, 
the vertical movement in a poem such a physical thing. And playful here, 
amid such gloom. 

Were I to run this poem through a charm-o-meter, that machine 
would start humming right up. But the piece is pretty much complaint, a 
favorite subject, a big fat gripe of many parts. Will the waiter return? Will 
I ever be fed and happy? Other poets might follow deeper the thorny 
ways we self-pitying sorts always get neglected. 

So why does this charm? Because despair is persuasive; it’s addictive, even 
the tongue-in-cheek variety. We’re always ready to be talked onto, then 
off the ledge, to step into the shoes of whatever despairee. A dark glimpse 
is charm’s hook and charm’s magnet. Because only the secret life will last, 
the ache for that and its forbidden conversations behind a door. Oh eternal 
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outsider! — that would be you and me too. A feigned melodrama makes 
large of the little, the feigned part veering it funny, thus bearable.

In reality, this poem never ends but charms us back from danger into an 
endearing hopeless hope. Simic’s resistance countercharms to shift the lens 
and thus the issue — not to be served lunch, not to be particularly not lonely 
but — please — to overhear, to be curious about a private part of the world 
in the long wait for anything. We’re reminded how small we are, how large 
and interesting everything not-us. Such a relief really.  The poem lands with 
the generosity of Frost’s richly worn refrain: you come too.      

u
One can time-travel on that thought, to something more peculiar. 
Think snakes — both godlike and alarmingly strange. And hold that a 
moment.

I read this the other day: they first started charming those reptiles in India, 
earlier in Egypt, and back before Beowulf in the much colder farther north. 
Count the variety: the python and the viper, the common enough poi-
sonous cobra. Long ago in Egypt or India, the charmed notion that some 
first snake loved music and its deepest genes were altered forever, though 
it is a ruse of sorts, as some poems are. One difference: snake charming is 
a business, a performance but, like poetry, an art to it, maybe a healing too 
since the charmer traditionally double-dutied as shaman. Imagine a whole 
spellbound side street in Mumbai hypnotized, watching that snake — toxic 
and for sure scary and big, ordinarily a silent streak of danger through the 
world’s cacophony, now rising docile from a basket, stately and disciplined, 
following a human lead, bedazzled toward heaven. Charmed. We think. 
And then there’s the charmer himself, that superpower conduit between 
worlds — human and reptilian — bringing back glorious beyond-human 
sounds and images to translate. What a job description!

I think how this happens. I think poet. Then I think loner. Or: under the 
right circumstances time does stop like this, the snake angling up to the piper 
who’s armed with his flutelike gourd, his pungi, its melody ribboning out 
bent, then straightening. Each side charms the other now. Which is to 
say all the way back to the ancients. Which means even in poems too many 
listen with us: ghosts, the no-longers, and those yet to be.

u
Laura Jensen is a poet whose three books were much revered in 
the ’80s. Their mysterious clarity, their remote feel comes through her 
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braiding of opposite forces — dream and hard moments lived, image and 
statement, movement and stillness under the radar and quite fragile by 
way of what Norman Dubie has called in her work “that blinking that 
precedes great lyric recognitions.” And not charming in the way humor 
can delight and sober you up for the long drive home, though her dream, 
like Simic’s, seems triggered by hesitation and profound isolation. Still, 
she’s the charmer charming the snake idle then urgent, refigured enough 
to charm back from — and to — a place much darker. 

The poem “Calling” from Jensen’s third book Shelter goes about its 
business quietly trip-wired in present tense — the “eternal present” I’ve 
come to call it, something timeless nabbed in sleep, slipping into language. 
“This world calls like a mother / to come downstairs from your dream-
ing,” the poet begins. “She sets you to some task” — 

But it rains.
And the world never stopped the rain
for a minute.

Did she ever set you hanging
the laundry on the line
from the corner of the house
to the mast in the blackberries
and have the rain make you
take it all back, white sheet
by white sheet, and blouse by blouse?

Come down, come down and stop your dreaming.
The house grew old as I grew old
and has turned into a waiting.

I have gone back time after time
and I have gone back crying. He says
I am like laundry at her door.
A suitcase full of troubles.

We do it at the laundromat.
And I live in a sea of tears.

First, a statement presents the world and its demands. Then a catch: 
“But it rains.”  Then a long winding question via flashbacked ordinary 
details of blouse and sheet that trigger and echo toward a near afterlife 
directive — “come down, come down.” Time passes into old — house and 
self — and so brilliant that next move into “a waiting.” Deliverance, such 
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as it is, comes by way of metaphorical impulse which is, let’s face it, a way 
to protect, at least to distance the grief-struck unspeakable. This speaker 
is “like laundry at her door,” and by extension and straight metaphor “a 
suitcase full of troubles.” And then the inclusive “we do it,” the com-
monplace laundromat evoked, sly-quickening an analogy to release the 
speaker to live in and not merely be the source of “a sea of tears.” This 
final phrase is rescued from cliché by a despair so large and beyond poetic 
fashion that it undoes for good.

And it charms, however troubling. That’s partly the rhythm. To repeat 
and repeat, to go back to similar image and syntax. We might be struck 
dumb as that snake by now, or as burdened as this speaker who, nonethe-
less and against Norman Dubie’s certainty, seems not blinking at all but 
eyes open, running through syntactical structures we love — the question, 
the out of nowhere imperative, the fragment, the near drumbeat simple 
sentence. She even couplets-up that final stanza where the we — she really 
does royal-we it — is handed back to the smallest first person, that “I” awash 
in great waters. 

That sea, by the way, is enormous. Tears: most private leakage on the 
planet, all cast here in a repetitive cadence, close to chant. In that struc-
tural repeat, we’re down to a click, a whisper.  The last turns are rigidly 
controlled through the most straightforward declaratives, plain old sub-
ject and verb: I have gone, he says, I am, we do. . . . Until that sea of tears 
overwhelms.

The secret about the charmed snake is this: it is terrified. Subtle pro-
scribed moves in this timeworn practice only pretend ease and grace. 
Because the charmer, as he twists and pivots, raising, lowering his instru-
ment, is read by the snake as enemy and beware: an attack. The snake, not a 
standard partner in crime but watching, rising up, rearing back, matching 
each sway and return of the charmer, wary, to protect, to save, about to . . .    
The snake is poison, the charmer a trickster. Who’s controlling whom? 
The poet writes, rewrites what the poem insists it dreams and the residue 
is left on the page, a trace, that snake skin wrinkled, luminous, abandoned: 
someone was here, is still here. This is how someone saw and felt and thought.  

Step back. That music? Pointless, and not what we thought at all.  
Snakes are deaf. 

u
More about reversals, toothed charm-enablers.  Say you are writ-
ing some line you totally believe; it’s huge, and it’s about grief or time 
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or beauty, each idea weighing about a thousand pounds and requiring a 
crane, a forklift, a nine-ton freighter to inch-eke forward over the ocean 
where even a whale thinks itself small. 

But what if you turned what’s big into the shockingly simple? Imagine 
you flipped whatever large, stony-immovable thought, suddenly unearth-
ing a thing so personal and surprising you scare yourself? “I hate them. / 
I hate them as I hate sex. . . .” Louise Gluck blurts out in her poem “Mock 
Orange” that seemed at first to be about those flowers, a line Tony Hoa-
gland once said in a lecture “thrilled the whole world — such a radical 
but humanly comprehensible thing to say.” For his part, James Tate as a 
very young poet took up, then altered another standard, how we love 
to love love. His “Coda” is an early poem.  “Love isn’t worth so much,” 
he begins. So it’s that easy, to throw such a good granny favorite — love 
itself — under the bus?  Granny’s secret name for anything is what you 
thought you knew inside out. But guess what? Granny’s deluded. You don’t.

 The physicist Niels Bohr, discoverer of the electron and radioactivity, 
has said that the nature of a great truth is that its opposite is also a great 
truth. A door opens to a jarring uncertainty that’s true true true regard-
less. Entrance suggests walkway, a plain enough noun, a passage, a time-
soaked place. But as verb, it’s scary as hell. You step out of time, shifting 
the stress to the first syllable of that word. To charm is to en-trance.  

There’s this. To be entranced means opposite things link up for — never 
what you expect.  To rivet. To loosen. To free things up. When I was an 
MFA student at the University of Massachusetts a hundred years ago, 
my teacher was the same James Tate who had recently written the line I 
just quoted. In workshop he was generous and funny and smart, atten-
tive to our poems in roundabout ways. But my dream one night nailed 
it exactly — and has become a story I can’t help telling again and again. 

And maybe because it came to me mindless, in sleep: we were all 
around the table as usual, and Tate — I swear it — kept throwing babies in 
the air, human babies in diapers and no hair. It was his laughter that got 
us, his wild delight as those infants took to flying above us, circling, and 
they giggled madly. The dream continued. Soon we were crazy-losing it 
too. Hilarious, “completely bonkers,” I think, is the clinical term. I woke 
to a great pleasure. Was it happiness, this close to danger? I still remem-
ber that. Surely I was charmed: maybe we are always aloft, dreaming and 
rollicking. Back in the conscious world that morning, I . . . Yes, this is 
accurate, I thought, our class is like this. And now, years later? It’s simply 
how poems work.
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Dream or not, something about metaphor surprises, thus charms; it’s a 
contact high, two unlike things inexplicably liking each other. However 
tragic Jensen’s meditation, her governing impulse is metaphorical, thus 
an intricate ageless machinery transforms and does loosen. The world 
calls “like a mother,” it’s like taking down that “blouse by blouse” in the 
rain. One can arrive as “a suitcase full of troubles” at someone’s front 
door — the mystery of that image opens then closes. And don’t we all 
“live in a sea of tears”?  The poet lifts a worn adage until it is edged and 
horrific and can crush us again, just like that.   

 
Mysterious — what’s memorable, what isn’t. Surely charm is in-
volved; one gets charmed by certain poems. As in: I know a few by heart 
without even trying. Another early poem by James Tate is “Flight,” which 
reverts to charm quite differently than Jensen’s poem does, this one by 
great play “just as” the refrigerator starts singing, as “the fish are disgusted 
/ and beat their heads blue / against a cold aquarium,” as the speaker’s two 
neighbors in the building “realize that they have not / made love to their 
wives since 1947.”  More — “the man downhall / is teaching his dog to 
fly.” A veritable simulcast! And yes, a pointed absence turns out to be the 
main event, this poem an argument, a declaration: “Were you here . . .” And 
so a serious reach for the beloved. 

This piece from Tate’s first book goes oddly and sweetly into a most 
ancient category — love poem, usually a sobering, urgent subgenre, the 
hardest to keep credible and unsentimental. Famously first setting the 
bar in English for the personal lyric and the love poem, some anony-
mous sort in the late 1400s began his brief “O Western Wind” aching for 
“small rain,” and “Christ, that my love were in my arms, / And I in my 
bed again!”

This poignant scrap from the Middle Ages reminds us: one must be 
true to human experience. Which means both sorrow and the continu-
ing wish for not-sorrow. We can hold off some of this. Metaphor rivets 
and loosens Tate’s poem because its images get comic, sideways personi-
fied, each grounded to a darker surreal. His book — The Lost Pilot, a Yale 
Younger winner — was published in 1967, so those husbands had been 
waiting to be amorous for twenty years. Dogs still have hope of flying 
in the poem; fish know their issues and act accordingly at great per-
sonal cost. Dust eventually not only huddles, it cooks up conspiracies the 
we — the poem’s speaker and his beloved — “would not tolerate.” And 
back to the offbeat prefiguring overture, the fridge sings like a cricket but 
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a glum one needing a happy ending or serious comfort food. Metaphor’s 
invention pre-animates, pre-delights and opens.  

But always deep down in metaphor — as in charm — is a not-quite-
equaling, an uneasy, knotty does-not-compute. Only opposing energies 
trigger “progression” — William Blake told us that long ago. We get off 
on reversals, things not exactly what they appear to be. In Tate’s poem, 
quirky shifts of imagery and diction move down very short lines, tercet 
to tercet. That it all adds up to a “racket” which “multiplies” seems cred-
ible in the close quarters of an apartment building and via the poet’s 
stepping back so clearly amused.   Then there’s the unwieldy matter of 
wonder, the large sidling up to the small, a perennial this against that. 
“Look, the world is everywhere: satellites, end tables, the pink and white 
poinsettias outside the church; reunions and degrees. All those radiant 
asterisks . . .” says poet Terrance Hayes in his Wind in a Box, nailing the 
great weirdnesses around us and in us and linking us.

“Fancy, Come faster” — that was Gerard Manly Hopkins’s parentheti-
cal aside, the one Elizabeth Bishop relished in his long earlier poem, the 
tedious, heavy-handed “Wreck of the Deutschland,” about a real disaster 
at sea. His digressive note-to-self must have loosened his riveting, cer-
tainly for later poems — luscious, head-over-heels charm-release of a line 
like “fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches wings . . .” A most astonishing 
music lay ahead of him. And the parenthetical itself, backhand and secret, 
would acquire superstar status in Bishop’s poems to come.

Fancy as a noun isn’t a word we love these days, and Hopkins did 
urgently exclaim, but surely the whole business of poetry goes paren-
thetical at times — abruptly a small under-the-surface explosive. That’s 
charm, any poem taking us on as accomplices. Finally, a place to hide 
and be welcomed! I’m forever quoting Auden, who said we don’t hear 
but overhear a poem. It’s inward, and only aimed peripherally at us. I need 
to add that one hears it musically, which is instant interiority. Poetry, 
after all, isn’t a lawyerly tract, not a how-to about how to get the new 
dishwasher on wired alert. 

My son on this point, years after that cello lesson and the teacher’s 
seemingly cutthroat remark, my bringing it back with Remember? That 
terrible thing he said?

It wasn’t that bad, Will says. I think I’d know exactly what to do. Look, 
the “Rococo Variations” is all about quick changes, up and down, wild 
sudden turns. If you deadweight it, you kill it. That kid was probably on 
every note like a brick. 
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He pauses. In the bowing, in the notes, it’s a matter of both hands, he 
says. Charm?  That teacher was only saying, pick up the pace, vary the tone, 
let it run through your fingers . . .

But my son is a writer now, a teacher too. So it can’t stop there.

u
Here’s sure evidence of poetry’s quick/slow double whammy of 
charm dark and light — this a piece written in 1935 by Irish poet Louis 
MacNeice.

SNOW
The room was suddenly rich and the great bay-window was
Spawning snow and pink roses against it
Soundlessly collateral and incompatible:
World is suddener than we fancy it.

World is crazier and more of it than we think,
Incorrigibly plural. I peel and portion
A tangerine and spit the pips and feel
The drunkenness of things being various.

And the fire flames with a bubbling sound for world
Is more spiteful and gay than one supposes — 
On the tongue on the eyes on the ears in the palms of your hands — 
There is more than glass between the snow and the huge roses.

When physicists kept at it in the last century to break down matter to 
the smallest bits imaginable, they sought a name for those almost-nothings. 
Finnegans Wake records a triumphant cheer (“Three quarks for Muster 
Mark!”) and one word got philtered in 1964 by co-discoverer Murray 
Gell-Mann. Apparently Joyce’s choice of quark was a blurring, part cry of 
the gull, part last pub call, plus his turning the standard three quarts for a 
Mister Mark much odder.  Of the six so-called “flavors” of quarks which 
include Top, Bottom, Strange, Up and Down, the quark Charm is charming, 
I’ve heard, because of its lovely structural symmetry. All quarks have bal-
ance though, a built-in opposite particle, a conjoined twin which means 
Charm has an Anticharm lurking about, an antiquark of “equal magnitude 
but opposite sign.” 

Just so, there’s a lot of quark and antiquark in MacNeice’s poem; his 
noisy leaps and stops sound incorrigibly plural themselves, those on-again, 
off-again rhymes or how the graceful repetition of that intrepid word 
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“and” (9 times!) helps this poem race and roil but keep its awe demo-
cratic, roughly equal, line by wild line. And the gorgeous varied syntax 
winds against that leveling to startle — “world is suddener . . .” and “world 
is crazier . . .” — two statements most seductive. Then that abrupt run of 
old Anglo-Saxon single stresses, a very ballsy “I pip the seeds and feel . . .”  
Wow! And so on. 

What charms me most though is the anticharm surprise of “spiteful” 
in there, an element edgy-imposed just when we’re riding that wave of 
great release, all singing given over to cite the lush wonders of the world. 
(Oh that large welcome in the tangerine, bubbling flames flickering, the 
great presumed happiness “of things being various.” Joy come to life!  
Clearly MacNeice had a good swig of the Kool-Aid Hopkins loved.)  

On second thought, why be so surprised at this antiquark of “spite-
ful”?  The shrewd “incorrigibly”  and “crazier” is threaded in early, the 
poem’s governing image of roses “spawned” in the first place to incite 
god knows “more than” — what? — his splendid flowers grown almost as 
strange as Plath’s would be nearly two decades later, 1962, her poem the 
very unsettling “Tulips,” its publication timed by season and weirdly but 
doggedly earmarked by The New Yorker for the spring issue nearest Eas-
ter, a day notoriously pink, afloat with such flowers (minus Plath’s dark 
version, of course), morning of all chocolate bunny-glad and new shoes.  

Meanwhile — against, says MacNeice, the great window’s glass. 
Against — key word and that “spiteful” to keep us — stop! C-Harm — in 
the middle of the vital push me/pull me moment, aware of possible hu-
man pain and its fireworks. Never an end to such looming. 

So be it: charm = edge and threat = beauty a lot, or more accurately  
— just barely. 

Bring on the strange, most dangerous, says charm as it stops and re-
verses any poem, pretending ease. Sure, not thinking a thing.     
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